
Catherine Cleary’s History of Easter Food  

Eggs: 

There was a seasonality to it. It‟s amazing to think of it now when we 

expect eggs to be there every day of every month but they were a 

seasonal food.  

Eggs weren‟t available year-round in Ireland a century ago. The hens 

weren‟t housed in warm poultry houses with lamps to simulate long 

hours of daylight so they stopped laying or laid less frequently in the 

winter months.  

By Easter, spring eggs were beginning to be abundant.  

Maura Laverty has a wonderful line in her cookery book Full and Plenty 

where she imagines heaven as a place “where there are racks and racks 

of big brown new-laid eggs for poaching and frying and boiling and 

scrambling and making into omelettes.” On the other side of her heaven 

there‟d be a line of zinc buckets with eggs in waterglass.  

Waterglass was sodium silicate and would seal the eggs and make them 

waterproof - it was like a clear jelly. Another method was to smear a 

freshly-laid egg with butter - again to keep the air out and eggs would 

keep for months.  

So whether you had spring eggs or a glut of eggs after Lent Easter was 

associated with an feast of fresh eggs. 

 

So how then did we come to decorate chocolate eggs? 

The decorating of eggs - real eggs was a long tradition. In the north of 

England they were called pace or paste eggs and they were used like 

Valentine‟s cards by courting couples. Candle wax was used to write a 

name on an egg and then they were boiled in dye. Where the wax had 

been the dye didn‟t adhere so you had an inscription. The first chocolate 

eggs were in France and Germany in the early 19th century. The French 

made elaborate trinkets out of eggs, real eggs and carved ones which 

would be wheeled into children‟s parties and then opened to reveal toys 



and sweets. By the mid 1870s Cadbury were selling hand-decorated 

chocolate eggs in Britain.  

And the name Easter is thought to come from Eostre an Anglo-saxon 

Spring goddess who, depending on the story you believe was kind or 

cruel. One tale is that she saved a bird whose wings had frozen and 

turned him into a hare that could still lay eggs. The other is that she 

cursed her pet goose, who had annoyed her, by turning him into an egg-

laying hare.  

Either way the Easter bunny, who is thought to have come to the US 

with German immigrants in the 18th century, is indelibly linked with 

chocolate moulded into egg shapes and stuffed with more chocolate.  

 

Lamb: 

Partly eaten for seasonal reasons. Spring lambs are just that and, before 

we shipped frozen lamb from New Zealand the meat was only available 

in Spring. But there’s also an argument that it’s a nod to the Jewish 

Passover, the week-long religious feast that usually happens around 

Easter time.  

Food is central to Passover celebrations. The feast celebrates the bible 

story of the Israelites saved by God from slavery in Egypt  who asked 

them to put lamb’s blood on their doorposts so he would spare them his 

tenth plague - the death of the firstborn son of each household. Food at 

Passover cannot be made with any leavening - yeast or other rising 

agent - to remember the haste with which the Jewish slaves fled - not 

even having time for their bread to rise. In some households the meal, 

lamb is eaten standing up. It’s accompanied by bitter herbs which are 

said to represent the bitterness of the experience of slavery.  

 

Easter marked a move from fasting food to feasting food? 

Yes it was a real shift in what people ate. There was the move out of 

Lent and into a time of celebration and that coincided with the spring 



bounty that farms would have been starting to see as the seasons 

shifted.  

There are lots of accounts of the joy of throwing off the gloom of Lent 

when all meat and dairy were banned and penance food was eaten.  

John Dunlop a Scottish temperance campaigner wrote a book in the 

19th century about the drinking customs of various trades in Britain and 

Ireland describes one of them which involved Dublin butchers.  

The butchers‟ parade to mark the end of Lent, had as its hate figure the 

dreaded herring, which people would have eaten over the fasting period. 

One butcher would be dressed in sheep skins with the legs still attached, 

then a pig‟s intestine tied every six inches to look like chain mail was 

hung over this and the man was masked and hatted and sat on a 

donkey. “He assumes the title of „his majesty‟ and is surrounded by a 

few others  ... who act as his attendants. One of the party holds in his 

hand a pole with a sheep‟s head and a number of herrings suspended 

underneath; in the other hand he holds a small birch broom, with which 

he occasionally strikes the herrings, saying “We come from Merrin to 

Whip the Herring and wish you a happy easter.”  

 

Easter food customs that are no longer with us: 

In 19th century English food writing you’ll see talk of a tansy which was 

much associated with Easter. It was made by beating tansy leaves 

(tansy is a fern-like plant with yellow flowers that looks a bit like 

ragworth) with eggs and cream and making a kind of omelette. This was 

said to have been an echo of the bitter herbs of Passover. In 1662 

Samuel Pepys mentions having dinner of a tansy and two neats tongues 

and cheese.  

Tansy cakes were eaten since the middle ages the thinking being a 

cleansing of the body and an injection of green nutrients after a long 

Lenten Fast.  

Now tansy isn‟t eaten. It‟s used as a natural insecticide and in the 

making of some spirits. Toxic compounds have been found in the plant 



that mean the US FDA only approve it for alcohol production and not as 

a food. If you ate too much of it you could poison yourself.  

 

Easter breads and cakes: 

The hot cross bun is thought to have originally represented the moon in 

its circular shape, with the cross sectioning it into the four seasons or the 

four phases of the moon. Later it was associated with christianity and the 

crucifixion.  

And simnel cake, which lots of people will know, as a traditional fruit 

cake covered in marzipan which is toasted. But the original simnel cake 

was made without eggs and the almonds were used to make a paste or 

milk that was an egg substitute.  Yeast was added and maybe some 

saffron to add the yellow colour that eggs would have given a cake. We 

keep the almond element as a decoration now in a modern-day simnel 

cake. The cake has an almond paste topping and almond paste in the 

middle.  

 


